Cross-strand binding of TFAM to a single mtDNA
molecule forms the mitochondrial nucleoid
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Mammalian mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) is packaged by mitochondrial transcription factor A (TFAM) into mitochondrial nucleoids that are of key importance in controlling the transmission and
expression of mtDNA. Nucleoid ultrastructure is poorly defined,
and therefore we used a combination of biochemistry, superresolution microscopy, and electron microscopy to show that mitochondrial nucleoids have an irregular ellipsoidal shape and typically
contain a single copy of mtDNA. Rotary shadowing electron
microscopy revealed that nucleoid formation in vitro is a multistep
process initiated by TFAM aggregation and cross-strand binding.
Superresolution microscopy of cultivated cells showed that increased mtDNA copy number increases nucleoid numbers without
altering their sizes. Electron cryo-tomography visualized nucleoids
at high resolution in isolated mammalian mitochondria and confirmed the sizes observed by superresolution microscopy of cell
lines. We conclude that the fundamental organizational unit of
the mitochondrial nucleoid is a single copy of mtDNA compacted
by TFAM, and we suggest a packaging mechanism.
nucleoids
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T

he thousands of copies of mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) in
mammalian cells encode 13 essential subunits of the mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation system, along with 2 rRNAs
and 22 tRNAs (1). Despite its few genes, the mtDNA of ∼16 kb
is essential for biogenesis of the oxidative phosphorylation system, which produces the energy currency ATP used for a variety
of metabolic reactions (1). Mutations in mtDNA are an important cause of human disease and are heavily implicated in the
aging process (2, 3). After the discovery of mtDNA by electron
microscopy (EM) of vertebrate mitochondria in the early 1960s,
it soon became evident that this circular molecule with a contour
length of ∼5 μm must be compacted to fit within a mitochondrion,
which typically has a width of ∼0.5 μm (4). Subsequent light microscopy studies showed that mtDNA is present in cells as hundreds of discrete condensed spots, denoted as mitochondrial
nucleoids, each with a diameter of a few hundred nanometers (5–7).
The existence of nucleoids in mammalian cells has been documented in detail with a variety of light microscopy approaches
(8), but their true size has been much debated as conventional
light microscopy cannot resolve structures smaller than ∼250 nm
(9). It came as a surprise when superresolution microscopy [stimulated emission depletion (STED) nanoscopy] showed that nucleoids in a variety of mammalian species had a mean diameter
below ∼100 nm, which was much smaller than anticipated (6). An
independent approach using different forms of superresolution
microscopy [photoactivatable localization microscopy (PALM),
interferometric PALM (iPALM), and direct stochastic optical
reconstruction microscopy (dSTORM)] confirmed that the mean
diameter of nucleoids is ∼110 nm in human cells (10).
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To date, mitochondrial transcription factor A (TFAM) is the
only protein that fulfills a stringent definition of a structural
component that packages mtDNA in the mammalian nucleoid
(8). TFAM is very abundant, fully coats mtDNA (11, 12), and
is essential for mtDNA maintenance (1). In addition to its
function in mtDNA compaction, TFAM is also an essential
component of the mammalian mtDNA transcription initiation
complex (13). It specifically binds the mitochondrial promoters
to recruit the mitochondrial RNA polymerase (POLRMT),
which, in turn, recruits mitochondrial transcription factor B2 (14,
15). Crystallographic studies have revealed that TFAM induces a
180° U-turn when bound to promoters or unspecific mtDNA
sequences (16–18). TFAM contains two high mobility group
(HMG)-box domains (HMG-box A and B) that each intercalate
into the minor groove of a half-site of a DNA duplex. Between
the two HMG-box domains is a helical linker with a positively
charged surface that interacts with the negatively charged
backbone of the DNA (16, 17). TFAM has the capacity to increase the flexibility of DNA to promote compaction (19, 20).
However, the mechanism of mtDNA compaction by TFAM is
currently under debate. Apart from imposing U-turns, TFAM
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Results
Electron Microscopy Reveals That TFAM Packages Single mtDNA
Molecules. To gain further insight into nucleoid composition,

we reconstituted nucleoids in vitro by mixing pure recombinant
mouse TFAM with mtDNA. The resulting structures were imaged
by low-angle rotary shadowing EM, which is a classical technique
to visualize DNA-protein complexes. Before performing imaging
experiments, we used electrophoretic gel mobility shift assays
(EMSAs) to verify that TFAM binds DNA under the buffer
conditions used for EM (Fig. S1A). Next, we performed EM on
specimens consisting of a 20.2-kb plasmid containing the complete
16.3-kb mouse mtDNA (25), mixed with increasing amounts of
TFAM. At low TFAM concentrations we observed several examples where TFAM was bound at sites where DNA was bent
(Fig. 1A). Previous Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET)
analyses have shown that TFAM bends DNA in solution (16, 18).
The width of the bent structure that we observed by rotary shadowing is ∼3× the diameter of the DNA duplex, which agrees well
with the width of the crystalized complex of a single TFAM
molecule binding DNA and bending it by 180° (16–18). Next, we
added increasing amounts of TFAM to the DNA and found
progressive DNA compaction (Fig. 1B). At a low protein concentration (1 TFAM molecule/150 bp of DNA), single binding
events were discernible. The TFAM molecules appeared as dark
spots and were randomly distributed along the length of the DNA
(Fig. 1B). When the TFAM concentration was increased further
(1 TFAM/30 bp or more), more TFAM was bound and there was
an increase in the size of the densities caused by TFAM binding
to DNA (Fig. 1B). At high TFAM concentrations the densities
Kukat et al.

Fig. 1. Electron microscopy reveals that TFAM packages single mtDNA
molecules and that cross-strand TFAM binding is necessary for compaction of
mtDNA. (A) Electron micrograph showing a DNA U-turn with TFAM bound
(white arrowhead). (Scale bar: 20 nm.) Crystal structure of TFAM (blue) and
DNA (orange/green) [Protein Data Bank ID code 3TMM (16)]. (B) Electron
micrographs of spread DNA incubated with increasing concentrations of
TFAM. TFAM molecules are indicated by white arrowheads. White asterisks
mark unbound TFAM molecules. (Scale bar: 100 nm.) (C) Diameters of DNA
incubated with increasing concentrations of recombinant TFAM protein by
the mean of the long and short axes. Data are represented as mean ± SD, n =
134. (D) TFAM binds to DNA in two different ways. TFAM binds single DNA
duplexes as beads on a string inducing bending of DNA (Left) or bridges two
DNA duplexes resulting in loops (Right). TFAM molecules are indicated by
white arrowheads. (E) TFAM binding to DNA as beads on a string (red) or by
bridging two DNA duplexes (dark red). Subsequent binding preferentially
occurs at sites already occupied by TFAM as can be observed by an increase in
particle size. (Scale bars: 50 nm.)

on the DNA appeared to merge. Finally, at a concentration of 1
TFAM molecule per 6 bp or above, the DNA was completely
compacted (Fig. 1 B and C). A further increase of the TFAM
concentration did not result in any additional compaction of the
DNA (Fig. 1C). The shapes of the nucleoids reconstituted in vitro
varied, as did their degree of compaction, at high TFAM levels
(Fig. S1B). The compacted TFAM/DNA complexes had an average diameter of 130 ± 39 nm (mean ± SD, n = 34) (Fig. 1C),
slightly larger than mitochondrial nucleoids observed by superresolution microscopy (6, 10). This larger size is expected because
during sample preparation for rotatory shadowing the TFAM/
DNA complex is flattened against the support film of the EM grid.
It is then covered by a layer of platinum, which inevitably increases
the size of the complex. In addition, the DNA (20.2 kb) used for
in vitro reconstitution of nucleoids is ∼24% larger than mouse
mtDNA (16.3 kb), consistent with the larger size of the nucleoids
generated in vitro (∼130 nm) compared with immuno-labeled
PNAS | September 8, 2015 | vol. 112 | no. 36 | 11289
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can also bind to nonspecific DNA sequences in a cooperative
manner to form stable protein patches (19). Beyond DNA bending,
dimerization of TFAM has been reported to be necessary for full
compaction of mtDNA into nucleoids (18, 20).
Although important biophysical principles for TFAM-mediated
mtDNA compaction are beginning to be understood, a number
of properties of the mammalian nucleoids, such as their morphology and mtDNA content, are subject to considerable
debate. Estimates of the mtDNA copy number per nucleoid,
performed in the pre-superresolution microscopy era, had yielded
values of 2–10 copies of mtDNA per nucleoid (5, 7, 21, 22). With
STED microscopy a previously unrecognized clustering of nucleoids was discovered and the cell was found to contain ∼60% more
nucleoids than previously estimated (6). As a consequence, the
number of mtDNA molecules per nucleoid in human fibroblasts
was reported to be as low as ∼1.4 in human cells (6). However, this
number was questioned by another study that reported approximately three mtDNA molecules per nucleoid using confocal microscopy (10). Also, the shape of the mitochondrial nucleoid as
determined by superresolution microscopy is disputed. Ellipsoid
contours of nucleoids have been reported (10, 23), whereas we
have documented a similar mean nucleoid diameter in a variety of
mammalian species (6).
The organization of mtDNA into nucleoids is of fundamental
interest as it will impact our understanding of mtDNA segregation
in the germline and somatic tissues. Furthermore, replication and
transcription of mtDNA is inhibited if the nucleoid is highly compacted (24). We have used biochemistry, STED superresolution
microscopy, EM, and electron cryo-tomography (cryo-ET) of
mammalian cells and nucleoids reconstituted in vitro to characterize the ultrastructure of the mammalian mitochondrial nucleoid. Here we report that the organizational unit of the mammalian
mitochondrial nucleoid is a single copy of mtDNA compacted by
TFAM aggregation and cross-strand binding. Furthermore, we
report that most nucleoids have a slightly ellipsoidal shape. Our
structural characterization of the mitochondrial nucleoid will
provide the basis for future studies of its interaction with the
mitochondrial gene expression machineries.

nucleoids observed by STED microscopy (∼90 nm). In summary,
we conclude that TFAM alone is sufficient to fully coat and compact mtDNA into structures closely resembling naturally occurring
mitochondrial nucleoids.
Cross-Strand TFAM Binding Is Necessary for Compaction of mtDNA.

The EM studies of TFAM interaction with mtDNA in vitro
showed different modes of compaction. First, TFAM molecules
bound to a single DNA duplex appeared as beads on a string that
appeared to be associated with bending and, in some cases,
U-turns of the DNA (Fig. 1 A and B). We frequently observed
single TFAM molecules that appeared to bridge two neighboring
DNA duplexes, resulting in cross-strand binding and causing the
intervening DNA to loop out (Fig. 1D). As the TFAM concentration increased, the binding events were not evenly distributed
but accumulated in enlarged aggregates (Fig. 1B), consistent with
the reported cooperative binding of TFAM to mtDNA (19). Although initial TFAM binding occurred as single events (Fig. 1D),
the subsequent binding preferentially occurred at sites already
occupied by TFAM, resulting in an increased size of the TFAM
particles on the DNA (Fig. 1E). We observed such patches of
cooperatively bound TFAM on both single DNA duplexes and
cross-strand DNA duplexes (Fig. 1E). Recently, TFAM dimerization was reported to be required for DNA compaction because
a TFAM dimer mutant with five substitutions (K95A, Y99F,
E106A, E112A, and R116A) had a substantial defect in DNA
compaction, but no defect in either DNA bending or transcriptional activation (18). We tested this TFAM dimer mutant in our
rotary shadowing assay and found that it behaved similarly to wildtype TFAM and showed both binding to single DNA duplexes and
cross-strand binding (Fig. S2 A–D). Furthermore, increasing
concentrations of the dimerization-defective mutant led to increased sizes of TFAM aggregates bound to DNA and full compaction of DNA, although not the same diameter was reached as
with wild-type TFAM (Fig. S2 A and B). We thus conclude that
TFAM dimerization is not necessary for DNA compaction, although we cannot exclude a role for TFAM dimerization at high
TFAM concentrations as observed in the crystal structures (18).
Based on these findings, we propose that a combination of TFAM
cross-strand binding and cooperative TFAM binding (Fig. 1B)
leads to complete mtDNA compaction. We propose a stepwise
model whereby TFAM compacts mtDNA into a mitochondrial
nucleoid, based on the above-mentioned binding modes (Fig. 2).
Mitochondrial Nucleoids Frequently Contain a Single mtDNA Molecule,
and Their Intracellular Abundance Depends on Total mtDNA Copy
Number. To study the effect of mtDNA copy number on the

abundance and morphology of mitochondrial nucleoids in vivo,
we generated primary mouse embryonic fibroblast (MEF) cell
lines from mice expressing human TFAM (11), herein referred
to as “TFAM overexpressor (OE)” MEFs (Fig. 3A). Analysis of
TFAM OE MEFs showed that the mtDNA copy number was
∼2.5-fold higher in comparison with wild-type MEFs as determined by quantitative real-time PCR (qPCR) (Fig. 3B) and
∼2.4-fold higher as determined by Southern blot analysis (Fig.
S3A). Next, we determined how this increase of total cellular
mtDNA copy number affects the abundance and size of nucleoids. STED microscopy (Fig. 3C) showed that the mean diameters of the nucleoids visualized with double-stranded DNA
antibodies were very similar in TFAM OE (91 ± 20 nm, mean ±
SD, n = 46,397 nucleoids) and wild-type (88 ± 23 nm, n =
24,241) MEFs (Fig. 3D and Fig. S3B). We found an increase of
both nucleoids per area (Fig. 3E) and cell size (Fig. S3D) in
TFAM OE MEFs in comparison with wild-type MEFs. We have
previously shown that a subset of the nucleoids clusters together
in mammalian cells and therefore cannot be resolved as individual nucleoids by conventional confocal microscopy. The ratio
between the numbers of nucleoids observed by STED versus
11290 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1512131112

Fig. 2. Model for packaging mtDNA into the mitochondrial nucleoid.
(A) Outline of the naked mtDNA duplex (gray). (B) TFAM molecules (red) bind
to mtDNA and induce bending. (C) TFAM bridges neighboring mtDNA duplexes
(arrows) by cross-strand binding. (D) A combination of mtDNA duplex bending
and cross-strand binding by TFAM compacts mtDNA. (E) Further compaction of
mtDNA by cooperative TFAM binding into patches. (F) The final tightly packaged mtDNA in the mitochondrial nucleoid. The green triangle illustrates increasing concentration of TFAM protein per base pair mtDNA.

confocal microscopy (Fig. 3F) was very similar in wild-type (1.36 ±
0.76, mean ± SD, n = 13,615 nucleoids) and TFAM OE MEFs
(1.47 ± 0.94, n = 15,097), consistent with a similar degree of clustering of nucleoids as in human cells (6). Finally, we counted the
total number of mitochondrial nucleoids per cell (Fig. 3G) and
found more nucleoids in TFAM OE MEFs (1,564 ± 757 nucleoids/
cell, mean ± SD, n = 408 analyzed cells) in comparison with wildtype MEFs (868 ± 510, n = 309). Calculations based on mtDNA
copy number per cell (Fig. 3B) and the number of nucleoids per cell
(Fig. 3G) gave ∼1.1 mtDNA molecules per nucleoid for wild-type
MEFs and ∼1.5 mtDNA molecules per nucleoid in TFAM OE
MEFs. These values from mouse cells are in good agreement with
our previously reported number of 1.4 mtDNA molecules per nucleoid in human cells (6). In summary, our findings show that an
increase of cellular mtDNA copy number does not alter the size of
the nucleoid, results in only minor changes of the mean amount of
mtDNA per nucleoid, and instead leads to an increase of the total
number of nucleoids per cell.
Most Mitochondrial Nucleoids Have an Ellipsoid That Is Close to Spherical
Shape. In a previous report, we found a similar mean size of

∼100 nm for antibody-labeled nucleoids in a variety of mammalian
cell lines by STED microscopy, but no detailed analysis of
Kukat et al.

we observed low numbers of elongated nucleoids with a ratio of up
to 3.6. However, the vast majority of nucleoids (70.3% = 32,594
nucleoids) had axis ratios between 1 and 1.5, which corresponds to
ellipsoids approaching a spherical shape (Fig. 3J). Our results
show that an increase of mtDNA copy number leads to more
nucleoids without changing nucleoid morphology.
Mitochondrial Nucleoids Observed by Electron Cryo-ET in Situ Are
Ellipsoid. To image nucleoids at high resolution inside mitochon-

nucleoid shape was performed (6). In another study that used
PALM imaging, a mean nucleoid size of ∼110 nm was documented and the shape of individual nucleoids was reported to be
pleiomorphic with ∼65% ellipsoidal nucleoids (10). To further
investigate the shape of individual mitochondrial nucleoids, we
used STED microscopy to measure the long and short axis of a
large number of individual nucleoids and calculated the ratio
between these two axes (Fig. 3 H–J). We analyzed a total of
∼70,000 nucleoids in wild-type and TFAM OE MEFs. In some
cases we found heterogeneous contours (Fig. 3I) and the axial
ratio indicated a slightly elongated shape (Fig. 3 H and I). The
nucleoid morphology in TFAM OE MEFs was indistinguishable
from wild-type MEFs, and we found similar irregular shapes, dimensions (Fig. 3D), and axial ratios (Fig. 3H and Fig. S3C). To
better resolve any possible differences in the morphology of nucleoids in TFAM OE and wild-type MEFs, we determined the
relative frequencies of different axial ratios (Fig. 3J) and found a
very similar distribution. In both wild-type and TFAM OE MEFs,
Kukat et al.

Discussion
Despite the fundamental importance of mammalian mitochondrial nucleoids, there is as yet no consensus on nucleoid ultrastructure or the number of mtDNA copies per nucleoid. To
resolve these important issues, we used a combination of biochemistry and a range of imaging techniques, in particular EM of
biochemically in vitro reconstituted nucleoids, cryo-ET of nucleoids present in isolated mitochondria, and STED superresolution microscopy of nucleoids present in MEFs. Based on
these analyses, we present several lines of evidence to show that
mammalian nucleoids typically contain a single copy of mtDNA:
(i) We found ∼1.1 copies of mtDNA molecules per nucleoid in
wild-type MEFs by performing calculations based on measurements of the total number of mtDNA per cell and STED microscopy imaging of the total number of nucleoids in single cells.
Consistent with this estimate, we have previously reported that
human fibroblasts contain ∼1.4 copies of mtDNA per nucleoid
(6). (ii) EM imaging of biochemically reconstituted nucleoids,
consisting of a single mtDNA molecule and TFAM, showed that
they resembled those observed by STED microscopy of MEFs in
shape and size. (iii) Cryo-ET of bovine mitochondria produced
high-resolution images of nucleoids in situ, which indicated very
similar sizes and shapes as nucleoids observed by rotary shadowing EM imaging of nucleoids reconstituted in vitro containing
TFAM and a single mtDNA molecule or by STED microscopy in
cells. (iv) Finally, an increase of mtDNA copy number per cell
does not lead to an alteration in nucleoid morphology but rather
increases the total number of nucleoids. The structure of the
nucleoid is thus unaffected by the mtDNA copy number, consistent with the idea that each contains a single copy of packaged
mtDNA. Taken together, our results strongly argue that most
mammalian mitochondrial nucleoids contain one single copy of
mtDNA. To further address the issue of nucleoid morphology,
we applied 2D STED microscopy for detailed studies in MEFs
PNAS | September 8, 2015 | vol. 112 | no. 36 | 11291
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Fig. 3. Mitochondrial nucleoids frequently contain a single mtDNA molecule, their intracellular abundance depends on total mtDNA copy number,
and most mitochondrial nucleoids have a slightly ellipsoid shape. (A) mtDNA
(green, DNA antibodies) is localized in nucleoids in the tubular mitochondria
(red, anti-TOM20) of MEFs. DAPI staining of the nucleus is in blue. (Scale
bar: 25 μm.) (B) Number of mtDNA molecules per cell in MEFs by qPCR.
(C) Comparison of confocal microscopy with superresolution STED microscopy of mitochondrial nucleoids visualized by DNA antibodies (deconvolved
data). Shown are MEFs from wild-type (wt) and TFAM overexpressor (TFAM
OE) mice. (Scale bar: 1 μm.) (D) Mean diameter of nucleoids labeled with
DNA antibodies as determined by STED imaging; n = 70,638 nucleoids.
(E) Nucleoids per cell area; n = 717 cells. (F) Ratio of the number of nucleoids
detected by STED microscopy versus the number of nucleoids detected by
confocal microscopy; n = 28,712 nucleoids. (G) Number of nucleoids per cell;
n = 717 cells. (H) Ratio of long to short axis of nucleoids in MEFs imaged by
STED microscopy; n = 70,638 nucleoids. (I) A variety of nucleoid shapes visualized by confocal and STED microscopy using DNA antibodies (deconvolved data). Asterisks mark the structures measured (in nm). The ratio is the
ratio of long to short axis of the nucleoids. (Scale bar: 200 nm.) (J) Histogram
of the relative frequency of binned ratios of long to short axis of nucleoids in
wild-type and TFAM OE MEFs. Ellipsoids below the graph depict the resulting ellipses. We used six independent TFAM OE MEF lines and four independent wild-type lines for the analyses. wt: wild-type; TFAM OE: TFAM
overexpressor. Data are represented as mean ± SD.

dria, we examined isolated bovine heart mitochondria by cryo-ET,
which delivers 3D volumes of intact cellular structures to a resolution of a few nanometers (26). Unfixed biological samples are
highly sensitive to the electron beam and show signs of radiation
damage with electron doses of 160–300 electrons/Å2 (27). Severe
radiation damage results in a local release of gas molecules such as
hydrogen, which can give rise to white “bubbles” in electron micrographs. DNA-protein complexes tend to bubble at lower
electron doses than protein (28, 29). Taking advantage of this
phenomenon, we were able to locate mitochondrial nucleoids in
tomograms of isolated bovine heart mitochondria (Fig. 4 A and B;
Figs. S4 and S5; Movie S1). The nucleoids were found in the
matrix between the cristae tubules and were completely separated
from the inner boundary membrane by numerous cristae. Because
of limited resolution and the high background we cannot tell
whether or not the nucleoids are attached to the cristae membranes. A total of 13 nucleoids were observed with 1–6 nucleoids
per isolated mitochondrion. The average size of a nucleoid was x =
116 ± 24 nm, y = 80 ± 15 nm, and z = 75 ± 15 nm, and the axial
ratio was 1.5 ± 0.3 (mean ± SD, n = 13 nucleoids) (Fig. 4C). The
dimensions of the nucleoids observed in isolated mitochondria are
thus in excellent agreement with the dimensions of nucleoids
reconstituted in vitro (∼130 nm, Fig. 1) or nucleoids observed by
superresolution microscopy (∼90–110 nm, Fig. 3) (6, 10).

Fig. 4. Mitochondrial nucleoids observed by cryo-electron tomography in situ
are ellipsoid. (A) Tomographic slice through a whole bovine heart mitochondrion
showing mitochondrial nucleoids (boxed areas). White blobs are gas bubbles,
caused by the interaction of the electron beam with the biological material (28).
(Scale bars: 100 nm.) (B) Segmented surface representation of A showing position
of mitochondrial nucleoids (green) in a bovine heart mitochondrion. Green:
nucleoids; gray: outer membrane; gray-blue: cristae. (C) Dimensions and long to
short axis ratio of 13 nucleoids from four tomographic volumes of isolated bovine
heart mitochondria (mitoch.) (n = 13). See also Movie S1.

and analyzed the lengths of long and short axes for a large
number of nucleoids (n = 70,638). Consistent with results from
others (10), we found that most nucleoids indeed were ellipsoidal
but with less elongated shapes than previously reported. In fact,
the majority (70.3%) of mouse mitochondrial nucleoids in our
study were nearly spherical.
The ultrastructure of the mammalian nucleoid may be solely
determined by binding of TFAM to mtDNA because TFAM is
present at ∼1,000 copies per mtDNA molecule (6, 11) and has
structural (16–18) and biophysical properties (19, 20, 24, 30)
consistent with an important role in DNA compaction. However,
this does not exclude that other proteins affect the packaging of
mtDNA and determine nucleoid morphology (8). To address this
question, we decided to reconstitute mitochondrial nucleoids
in vitro by adding TFAM to single mtDNA molecules followed
by high-resolution imaging of the resulting structures by rotary
shadowing and EM. All of the reconstituted compacted nucleoids that we observed had highly irregular elongated shapes,
consistent with the size and irregular shape of the nucleoid
structures observed by STED microscopy of MEFs. The irregular
shape of mitochondrial nucleoids suggests that the packaging of
mtDNA is not an ordered, repetitive process, as seen when nuclear DNA is packaged by histones into nucleosomes or by
protamines into toroids. Also, DNA-binding proteins, such as the
bacterial protein RecA involved in homologous recombination,
form very ordered structures when bound to DNA (31). In
11292 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1512131112

contrast, binding of TFAM to mtDNA seems to follow an almost
random pattern. Rotary shadowing EM allowed us to see single
TFAM molecules bound to mtDNA. Adding increasing amounts
of TFAM to mtDNA did not result in a dispersed distribution of
binding events but rather resulted in larger aggregates, consistent
with cooperative binding (19). TFAM monomers are reported to
slide along the DNA and are ∼100 times more likely to bind next
to an already stationary TFAM patch than to naked DNA (19).
In addition to single and cooperative binding events of TFAM to
mtDNA, we also observed DNA loop formation by cross-strand
binding. Importantly, all of the different binding modes were
observed simultaneously, indicating that different binding modes
coexist on the same mtDNA molecule and collectively contribute
to mtDNA compaction. We observed extensive looping of DNA
at high TFAM concentrations. Similar loops, consisting of compact
rosettes that were constrained at their center, have been observed
on electron micrographs of mtDNA in rat liver mitochondria on
tissue sections (32). In addition, DNA looping has been observed
by atomic force microscopy (AFM) studies of TFAM/DNA aggregates (20). At variance with our results and these previous reports, tethered particle movement (TPM) experiments effectively
excluded looping when TFAM binds to DNA (19). It is possible
that single-molecule experiments, involving immobilized DNA with
a particle attached to the free end, do not fully reproduce the way
in which untethered DNA molecules would behave in the presence
of TFAM. Bending may well result in some DNA compaction, as
suggested by others (19, 33), but cannot on its own explain the
structures that we observed when reconstituting nucleoids in vitro.
Based on our results and those of others, we suggest that looping is
an important step in achieving DNA compaction and we present a
model along these lines (Fig. 2).
There is an ongoing discussion whether TFAM binds DNA as
a monomer or dimer. Based on noncontact AFM, it has been
reported that TFAM always binds DNA as a dimer (20). The
atomic structures of TFAM bound to the light strand promoter
of mtDNA showed monomeric complexes (16, 17). Size-exclusion
chromatography with in-line multiangle light-scattering analysis
(16) and small-angle X-ray scattering analysis (17) further support the notion that TFAM binds DNA as a monomer. An independent approach based on optical tweezers and fluorescence
microscopy concluded that TFAM binds DNA in solution as a
monomer (19). However, very recently, two crystal structures of
TFAM bound to the heavy strand promoter or to an unspecific
mtDNA sequence showed evidence of dimerization (18). A reinterpretation of the previous structures (16, 17) showed that
these also contained TFAM dimers, which initially had been
attributed to crystal packaging artifacts (18). The dimerization
surface involved the HMG-box A domain in both TFAM molecules (18). Further analysis with FRET assays showed that
the TFAM–TFAM interaction occurred only in the presence of
DNA of >200 bp in length and was dependent on five conserved
amino acids in HMG-box A (18). Furthermore, dimerizationmutant TFAM molecules were reported to retain the capacity
to bend DNA, as judged from FRET assays, but had lost their
capacity to compact DNA on TPM assays (18). We tested the
dimerization-defective TFAM mutant in our rotary shadowing
EM assays and found that it had a very similar mode of DNA
binding and compaction as wild-type TFAM, which argues
against dimerization as an important mechanism for mtDNA
compaction. An alternative possibility is that the observed DNA
loops are formed by cross-strand binding of TFAM via each of its
two DNA-binding HMG-boxes. According to this model, the first
HMG-box would bind one DNA duplex and the second HMG-box
a nearby different DNA duplex, thus resulting in cross-strand
binding. If this model is true, one can envision a competition
between DNA bending to form a U-turn and the DNA loop
formation via cross-strand binding. Our findings suggest strongly
that the DNA bending originates from monomeric binding of
Kukat et al.
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TFAM as the bound TFAM molecule was measured to have three
times the diameter of the DNA duplex. However, further studies
will be needed to resolve this issue.
In a correlative 3D superresolution fluorescence and EM study,
elongated nucleoids were reported to interact with the cristae tips
in mitochondria (23). However, the large size of the nucleoid,
which would occupy most of the width of a crista, makes it difficult
to determine whether this is due to specific molecular interactions
that tether the nucleoids to the mitochondrial inner membrane, as
reported in yeast (34), or if it is just fortuitous.
In summary, we report here that the typical mammalian nucleoid contains a single copy of mtDNA and has an irregular,
slightly elongated structure. We propose that the mitochondrial
nucleoid should be regarded as a structural unit generated by
TFAM compaction of mtDNA. The complex interactions occurring at the nucleoid have been documented by cross-linking
studies leading to the proposal of a layered nucleoid structure
(35). It is important to recognize that most of the nucleoid volume
is accounted for by a single mtDNA molecule fully coated with
∼1,000 TFAM molecules (6). The machineries for replication and
transcription of mtDNA are inhibited if mtDNA is fully compacted, and it has been suggested that fluctuations in TFAM levels
are the main determinant of the fraction of nucleoids that are
available for mtDNA replication or transcription (24). The low
number of highly elongated nucleoids that we observed by STED
microscopy can perhaps be explained by ongoing mtDNA replication or transcription, whereas the highly compacted nucleoids
may be for DNA storage. Consistent with this idea, bromodeoxyuridine, which is incorporated into newly synthesized DNA,
labels only a subset of all nucleoids (5–7, 36). In the future, it
will be important to determine the regulatory mechanism that

